Maranatha
Prophetic words given to Dennis Wrigley on 28th April 2009
These were given following the Consultation in the House of Lords (December 2008)
and the ‘State of the Nation’ Emergency Prayer Call to Christian Leaders,
Westminster (February 2009)

You are paying the price for your greed by stealing from your children.
You have created a society based on spending what you do not own.
In your mad hunger for wealth you have happily plunged into the quicksands of debt.
You have squandered the resources I have given you by reckless spending and
reckless lending.
In your blindness you still do not see that the structures you so arrogantly constructed
have collapsed because your foundations are rotten.
You have deliberately chosen to build on the sand of human folly rather than the Rock
of Ages.
You have expelled Me from your thinking, from your living and from your being.
You have underestimated the magnitude of your folly.
You have called 'peace' when there was no peace.
You have sought to hide the truth.
Your false confidence quickly gave way to blind panic in your desperate struggle for
survival.
There is mutual delusion as you endeavour to resolve your problems in your own
strength.
You have called on your man-made gods for help and they have not heard you.
There is still pride and arrogance in your heart. In your stubbornness you steadfastly
refuse to admit your guilt and grasping greed.
As ever, when you embrace the cruelty of selfish tyranny it is the poor, the
defenceless, the young and the elderly who suffer what you have inflicted upon them.
These are the ones for whom I care so deeply.
Will you not humble yourselves and kneel in sorrow?
Will you not admit the folly of your human ways?
Are you too proud to call on My name?
Be assured, all those who call upon My name will be saved.
My ways are the ways of truth and righteousness, justice and peace.
If you turn to Me, listen to Me, obey Me and walk with Me your crumbling walls will be
rebuilt, your deserts will blossom and your dry bones will spring to life.
If you confess your sins I will bring you great wealth, not of gold and silver, stocks and
shares, but of values which are changeless and eternal.
The riches of My grace will be more than sufficient for all your needs.
Do not enslave yourselves to tawdry human dreams. I offer you, My children, the
hope of glory.

